BUILDING A CUSTOM DECK
One of the most exciting features of the T&T Super Agents Card Game is building your own custom deck. You can start adding new cards to your Starter Deck with T&T Super Agents Booster Packs. Or you can use Booster Packs to build an entirely new deck from scratch. There are an unlimited number of ways you can build your own deck. Have fun and experiment with as many decks as you can!

DECK BUILDING RULES

Playing Deck
1. Your playing deck must have exactly 15 cards. These can include Agent Cards, Item Cards, Action Cards, and Boost Cards.
2. You must have at least one card that can be played on each turn.
3. You can include multiple cards for any turn. For example, you could include five different Turn 1 cards.
4. You cannot include more than two identical cards. For example, you can include two Simon Agent Cards in your deck, but you CANNOT include three Simon Agent Cards.

Mission Deck
1. Your Mission Card Deck must have exactly six cards.
2. All the Mission Cards must be different.

Secret Vault Deck
1. Your Secret Vault Deck must have exactly three cards.
2. All the Secret Vault Cards must be different.